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Summary 

Let’s begin this quarter with a summary of the last report.   With the media constantly thriving on negativity, it’s difficult 
at times to sort through what matters most.  Focus continues to be on the inverted yield curve, the potential for a 
Global Recession, Brexit issues Fed Rate decisions, and the big one currently: the China Trade war.  With all of that fear 
front and center, we have been here before and it’s very exciting!  Specifically, I remember speaking to clients at our 
annual Investment Forum in October 2012 and making this exact point.  The following charts reveal the similarities of 
what happened back then and why we are in a similar pattern today.  We have been here, meaning, at this level of the 
Dow, multiple times (highlighted in the blue ovals).  With building pressure and force (think physics) to the upside, the 
chance for a higher market appear to be quite a possibility.  A relative way to understand this concept is this:  In 
traveling to Myrtle Beach for my family vacation we hit traffic. This had us take a route I have never taken before despite 
going there many times.  Yet, we ended up arriving at the same place we always go.  The fact that the route was 
different didn’t change that the end result was the same!  And with this pattern similarity and the fact we know where 
we ended last time, it feels as if that could happen again. 
 

We’ve Been Here Before on the Charts 

 

  
 
Fundamentals and Technicals 

The best way to glean further technical details about this chart setup is to watch the accompanying Game Plan Video on 
our website for July 2019.  This will show these charts and discuss that the red lines in the Dow chart on the left 
represent resistance that eventually was resolved higher in 2013 and continued a longer term up move.  The blue area 
showing the past 2 years has a similar set up.  If time equivalents were to hold true, we would be within a few months of 
a push to new highs.  The results of the trade news can be a catalyst – whether that is the most recent positive news of 
this past weekend at the G20 or the possibility of further resolution over the next few months.  The one year look of the 
Dow on the right chart shows how we are knocking on the door of a move higher based on being around this level three 
other times since late 2017.  We have also witnessed a possible resetting of the table with the large decline in the last 
quarter of 2018.  This could have been the necessary drop before adding to the gains from 2016-2017. 
 
Fundamentally, rates on the 10 year treasury actually dipped below 2%.  This has led to a Fed that has suggested that 
rates cuts might be in the cards before the end of this year.  Lower rates have already provided fuel for the mortgage 
and housing market.  Oil prices have come down substantially the past few months and gas prices are down.  I’ve always 
said that when we see gas locally around $2.50 per gallon, consumers should be in good shape.  Just returning from my 
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family vacation in Myrtle Beach, I paid $2.09.  I told my father-in-law it may be the lowest price I ever pay for gas again!  
(He said using the Giant discount on gas may be the only other way!)  The overall view is that the economy is just not 
looking too bad and much of the concern seems to stem from previous problems that may actually get better, not 
worst!  Quick shout out to him – Ken Williams – Congratulations on Retirement on your terms!  His Central Dauphin Girls 
Softball team just won the PIAA 6A State Softball Championship!   
 

Conclusion 

 
This latest overall client updates occurred mostly in June with selling fixed income investments and reinvested the 
proceeds and a few new equity positions.  This sort of rebalance will most likely continue throughout the summer.  
Continue to follow our mid-month update called Play By Play for further specifics. 
 
As always, it is best to anticipate a tough market for the coming months with the idea that a larger downturn could 
occur into 2020 as the Presidential Election cycle heats up.  This could be just another blip on the radar as we view the 
2020’s as a good time to be an equity investor.  At some point (maybe by 2030) we could be facing structural issues in 
the economy (Government Deb, Social Security and Medicare solvency, etc).  Those are worries for another time.  
Today, we focus on how to adjust your portfolio according to what may be ahead and have put a focus on the 
psychology of the market and how investors are feeling about their money. 
 
Often the best plan of action is to stick with your plan.  Remember, psychology plays into investor decisions on a daily 
basis.  We work hard to manage your accounts on your behalf and use technical data to eliminate the emotion that can 
often lead to regretful investment decisions.  For the coming quarter, expect the volatility to continue and to reward 
those that can stomach the downs to patiently wait for the ups.  We encourage you to keep hanging with us and our 
process and we continue to adjust your Strategic and Tactical portfolio strategies on a regular basis according to our 
systematic investment process. 
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“Past performance may not be indicative of future results. No current or prospective client should assume that the future performance of any specific investment, 

investment strategy (including investments and/or investment strategies recommended by the adviser), will be equal to past performance levels. Different types of 

investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will either be suitable or profitable for a client's investment 

portfolio. The information presented herein is intended for educational purposes only, and is in no way intended to be interpreted as investment advice. In 
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